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Spatiotemporal dynamics exhibited by horizontal
basal cells reveal a pro-neurogenic pathway during
injury-induced olfactory epithelium regeneration

Jonathan D. Louie,1,2,3 Camila M. Barrios-Camacho,2,3 Benjamin H. Bromberg,3 Constantin A. Hintschich,3,4,5

and James E. Schwob3,6,*
SUMMARY

Horizontal basal cells (HBCs) mediate olfactory epithelium (OE) regeneration following severe tissue
injury. The dynamism of the post-injury environment is well illustrated by in silico modeling of RNA
sequencing data that demonstrate an evolving HBC transcriptome. Unfortunately, spatiotemporally dy-
namic processes occurring within HBCs in situ remain poorly understood. Here, we show that HBCs at
24 h post-OE injury spatially redistribute a constellation of proteins, which, in turn, helped to nominate
Rac1 as a regulator of HBC differentiation during OE regeneration. Using our primary culture model to
activate HBCs pharmacologically, we demonstrate that concurrent Rac1 inhibition attenuates HBC differ-
entiation potential. This in vitro functional impairment manifested in vivo as decreased HBC differentia-
tion into olfactory sensory neurons following HBC-specific Rac1 conditional knockout. Taken together,
our data potentiate the design of hyposmia-alleviating therapies and highlight aspects of in situ HBC
spatiotemporal dynamics that deserve further investigation.

INTRODUCTION

Exposed to the external environment, the olfactory epithelium (OE) is a specialized neuroepithelium composed of sensory neurons and non-

neuronal cell types that collectively facilitate transduction of volatile odorants. Critical to OE homeostasis, a population of reserve resident

stem cells called horizontal basal cells (HBCs) reside atop the basal lamina. While typically dormant, HBCs activate and contribute to OE

regeneration following severe tissue injury.1 Various mechanisms promote HBC-mediated OE repair, including those derived non-cell auton-

omously from the surrounding tissue environment. For example, targeted ablation of glial-like sustentacular (Sus) cells whose cell bodies form

the OE-nasal cavity interface and extend processes basally that run adjacent to HBCs2 leads to HBC differentiation.3 This process following

Sus cell destruction has been postulated to result from decreased cell-cell interactions between the Sus cell-expressed Notch ligand, Jag-

ged1, and Notch1 receptor expressed by HBCs.3 Additionally, Sus cell destruction is thought to cause a localized reduction of retinoic

acid, a cytokine synthesized by Sus cells that specifies HBC dormancy.4 Severe injury also elicits an inflammatory response that appears to

regulate HBCs.5 Diminution of this response or impairing the ability of HBCs to respond to inflammatory cytokines negatively impacts

HBC proliferation and subsequent OE regeneration.5 Moreover, discovery that HBC-specific ablation of cilia compromises OE regeneration

further emphasizes the importance of extrinsic, environmental cues6 to HBC-mediated tissue repair.

Complementing these non-cell autonomous processes, DNp63 (p63) is a transcription factor that positively regulates HBC dormancy.7

Therefore, p63 downregulation is both necessary and sufficient to activate HBCs so that these resident stem cells can appropriately partic-

ipate inOE regeneration.8 The critical relationship between p63 andHBC activation is underscored by HBC-specific p63 conditional knockout

(cKO) that results in aberrant HBC differentiation within uninjured OE,7,8 and, conversely, p63 overexpression that attenuates basal cell dif-

ferentiation followingOE injury.8 Additionally, RNA sequencing technology has been a boon for computationally modeling HBCs to visualize

their highly dynamic genomic landscape in silico following p63 downregulation.9,10 To date, however, little is known about the spatiotemporal

dynamics exhibited by HBCs in situ soon after injury, and whether such dynamic processes involve a molecular component central to HBCs

and their ability to contribute to OE regeneration.

To address this gap in knowledge, subcellular protein distribution within HBCs was assessed by dividing these stem cells into multiple

intracellular domains. Comparing HBCs within uninjured and acutely injured OE revealed a constellation of differentially expressed proteins
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suggesting that Rac1 may influence HBCs as they mediate OE regeneration. Using our previously described primary HBC culture models11,12

to inform our in vivo investigation, the data in sum demonstrate that Rac1 positively regulates HBC neurogenesis. Furthermore, our work here

establishes an in vitro model’s utility for elucidating mechanisms that govern HBC biology and provides the rationale for new avenues of

exploration that may further enhance our understanding of HBCs.

RESULTS

HBCs at 24 h post-injury (24 hpi) increase their apical expression of integrin b1 (Itgb1) and integrin b4 (Itgb4)

As p63 positively regulates HBC dormancy within the OE, its decline is sufficient to shift HBCs away from dormancy and serve as a marker of

HBC activation.7,8 Relative to those within uninjured OE, cytokeratin 5+ (CK5+) HBCs in wild-type (WT) mice significantly downregulate p63

expression 24 h after intra-peritoneal injection with methimazole (MTZ) (Figures 1A–1E), an olfactotoxic agent known to induce severe OE

injury that results in HBC-mediated regeneration of the tissue.1,13 Given that p63 can positively regulate expression of Itgb1 and Itgb4,14 it

was therefore surprising that HBCs at 24 hpi did not decrease total Itgb1 (Figures S1A, S1B, S1E, S1F, and S1I) nor total Itgb4 relative to

expression within uninjured OE (Figures S1K, S1L, S1O, S1P, and S1S) as defined by their respective fluorescence intensities within CK5+

HBCs. Because activated HBCs have been shown to undergo morphological changes suggestive of diminished contact with the basal lam-

ina,8 it was also surprising that HBCs at 24 hpi do not decrease basal Itgb1 (Figures S1C, S1D, S1G, S1H, and S1J) nor basal Itgb4 (Figures S1M,

S1N, S1Q, S1R, and S1T) relative to their counterparts within uninjuredOE as defined by integrin fluorescence intensity within areas exclusively

labeled by CK5 and the basal lamina constituent, Laminin. Notably, however, HBCs at 24 hpi increase apical domain expression of Itgb1 and

Itgb4 by 91.2% (Figures 1F–1N) and 131.9% (Figures 1O–1W), respectively, relative to those within uninjured OE. For this analysis, the apical

domain was defined as areas labeled by both CK5 and Ezrin (Figures 1H, 1I, 1L, 1M, 1Q, 1R, 1U, and 1V), the latter of which is a protein that

regulates apical domain integrity by linking other apically localized proteins to the cytoskeleton.15 As such, these data demonstrate that, at

24 hpi, HBCs spatially modulate intracellular protein expression in part by enhancing apical expression of Itgb1 and Itgb4.

HBCs at 24 hpi spatiotemporally synchronize intracellular focal adhesion components that suggest enhancement of Rac1-

mediated signaling pathway activity

The cytoplasmic tails of both Itgb1 and Itgb4 can activate Rac1,16–18 a member of a family of small Rho GTPases19,20 that can mediate various

stem cell functions.21–24 Concomitant with increased apical localization of Itgb1 and Itgb4 (Figures 1F–1W), HBCs at 24 hpi notably increase

apical Rac1 by 81.6% relative to HBCs in uninjured OE (Figures 2A–2G). Furthermore, focal adhesion kinase phosphorylated at tyrosine 925

(pFAKY925), a critical intermediary that facilitates integrin-mediated Rac1 activation,25 is similarly increased by 91.7% in the apical domain of

HBCs at 24 hpi when compared to the apical domain of HBCs prior to OE injury (Figures 2H–2N). Interestingly, the spatiotemporal synchro-

nicity that HBCs demonstrate via enhanced apical localization of Itgb1 and Itgb4, pFAKY925, and Rac1 coincides with a greater than 8-fold

increase in HBC expression of pcJun (Figures 2O–2U), a transcription factor subunit that can participate in regulating proliferation and tissue

morphogenesis.26–28 As pcJun lies downstream of Rac1 activation,29 these data in sum suggest that HBCs at 24 hpi enhance Rac1-mediated

signaling pathways.

HBC expression of Rac1 within the regenerating OE progressively wanes

At 2 and 3 days post-injury (dpi), distinct layers of cells begin to comprise the regeneratingOE.Within these layers reside p63+ HBCs and p63-

non-HBCs30 (Figure S2). Using the CK5 promoter to drive expression of tamoxifen-inducible Cre recombinase and lineage trace tdTomato+

(tdTom+) HBCs and their progeny (K5CreERT2; Rosa26R(tdTomato)), p63-/tdTom+ non-HBCs within these bi-genic mice at 2 dpi express

25.5% more Rac1 relative to p63+/tdTom+ HBCs (Figures S2A–S2E). At 3 dpi, Rac1 becomes increasingly enriched to p63-/tdTom+ non-

HBCs (32.6%) (Figures S2F–S2J). These data demonstrate that Rac1 segregates away from HBCs as OE regeneration proceeds, thereby

further suggesting that HBCs may only acutely utilize Rac1-mediated signaling after OE injury (Figures 1 and 2).

Primary HBCs activated in vitro demonstrate molecular sensitivity to Rac1 inhibition

To begin interrogating the potential relationship between HBC activation and Rac1 function, we leveraged our HBC culture system that en-

ables transcriptional recapitulation of in vivoHBCs11 to treat primary HBCs with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA), a compound used to

activate other stem cells in vitro.31,32 Importantly, in vitro rat HBCs treated for 12 h with 50 nM PMA emulate a myriad of transcriptomic pat-

terns exhibited by in vivoHBCs through 24 hpi12 when they spatiotemporally synchronize a constellation ofmolecular components suggestive

of Rac1-mediated signaling activity (Figures 1 and 2). Expectedly, 50 nM PMA treatment triggers HBC activation as evidenced by decreased

p63 abundance when compared to vehicle-treated HBCs (Figures 3A and 3B). Mirroring the molecular characteristics exhibited by in vivo

HBCs at 24 hpi (Figures 1A–1E and 2O–2U), p63 downregulation in vitro occurs concomitant with increased pcJun abundance (Figures 3A

and 3D). To determine whether this increase in pcJun was a result of Rac1 activation, PMA-induced HBC activation was coupled with

50 mMEHT1864, an inhibitor of Rac1 activity.33 Indeed, PMA and EHT1864 treatment together attenuated pcJun abundance by 36.8% relative

to PMA alone (Figures 3A and 3D). As Rac1 activation facilitates pcJun expression via upstream phosphorylation of cJun N-terminal kinase

(JNK),34,35 the same treatment paradigm similarly decreased pJNK abundance by 37.1% relative to PMA alone (Figure S3), thus underscoring

the involvement of Rac1-mediated signaling. Importantly, these effects were not due to any significant change in total Rac1 abundance

(Figures 3A and 3C). Notably, the decrease in p63 abundance with concurrent PMA and EHT1864 treatment was not significantly different
2 iScience 27, 109600, May 17, 2024



Figure 1. HBCs at 24 hpi increase apical expression of Itgb1 and Itgb4

(A–D) Representative immunofluorescence images demonstrating that relative to HBCs within uninjured (uninj.) OE (A, B), HBCs at 24 hpi are activated as they

demonstrate p63 downregulation (C, D).

(E) Quantification of nuclear p63 normalized (norm.) fluorescence (fluor.) density within CK5+ HBCs; each triangle represents a CK5+ Nuclear Object (Obj.) (blue

outlines in B and D) used to quantify the encompassed p63 fluorescence.

(F–M) Representative immunofluorescence images demonstrating that HBCs at 24 hpi (J–M) increase apical Itgb1 (within green outlines, I andM) relative to HBCs

within uninj. OE (F–I).

(N) Quantification of Itgb1 norm. fluor. density within HBC apical domains; each triangle denotes an analyzed region as represented in (I) and (M) (n = 19 regions

across 3 mice).

(O–V) Representative immunofluorescence images demonstrating that HBCs at 24 hpi (S–V) increase apical Itgb4 (within green outlines, R and V) relative to HBCs

within uninj. OE (O–R).

(W) Quantification of Itgb4 norm. fluor. density within HBC apical domains; each triangle denotes an analyzed region as represented in (R) and (V) (n = 17 regions

across 3 mice). Unpaired t test (E, J), Mann-Whitney test (O). Uninj. used as baseline, error bars indicate meanG SEM, **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001 (E, N, W). Scale

bar equals 10 mm (A).
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relative to PMA alone (Figure 3B). Collectively, these data demonstrate that primary HBCs enhance Rac1-mediated signaling following their

activation in vitro, which in turn suggest that HBCs do so to regulate a currently undefined process independent of their activation.

Rac1-mediated signaling influences primary HBC differentiation potential

As activatedHBCs in culture exhibitedmolecular sensitivity to concurrent Rac1 inhibition (Figures 3 andS3), weexaminedhow inhibitingRac1 in

PMA-activated in vitro rat HBCs might alter their function. Notably, in vivo HBCs become increasingly proliferative7 and upregulate Hopx, an

early marker of HBC differentiation,10 shortly after their activation. Relative to HBCs treated with vehicle, PMA treatment alone more than

doubled overall Hopx expression (Figures 4A, 4B, and 4E). When concurrently treated with PMA and EHT1864, HBC expression of Hopx was

diminished by 43.8% relative to PMA alone (Figures 4B, 4C, and 4E). Surprisingly, in vitro HBCs attenuated Ki67 expression by nearly 25%
iScience 27, 109600, May 17, 2024 3



Figure 2. HBCs at 24 hpi spatiotemporally synchronize Rac1 with another intracellular focal adhesion component and a downstream effector of Rac1-

mediated signaling

(A–F) Representative immunofluorescence images demonstrating that HBCs at 24 hpi (D–F) upregulate apical Rac1 (within green outlines, C and F) relative to

HBCs within uninj. OE (A–C).

(G) Quantification of Rac1 norm. fluor. density within HBC apical domains; each triangle denotes an analyzed region as represented in (C) and (F) (n = 30 regions

across 3 mice).

(H–M) Representative immunofluorescence images demonstrating that HBCs at 24 hpi (K–M) upregulate apical pFAKY925 (within green outlines, J andM) relative

to HBCs within uninj. OE (H–J).

(N) Quantification of pFAKY925 norm. fluor. density within HBC apical domains; each triangle denotes an analyzed region as represented in (J) and (M) (n = 17

regions across 3 mice).

(O–T) Representative immunofluorescence images demonstrating that HBCs at 24 hpi (R–T) upregulate nuclear pcJun (within blue outlines, Q and T) relative to

HBCs within uninj. OE (O–Q).

(U) Quantification of pcJun norm. fluor. density within HBC nuclei; each circle denotes a CK5+ Nuclear Obj. as represented in (Q) and (T) (n = 3 mice, 234 uninj.

HBCs and 258 24 hpi HBCs). Uninj. used as baseline; error bars indicate meanG SEM, Mann-Whitney test, **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001 (G, N, U). Scale bar equals

10 mm (A).
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following treatmentwithPMAincomparison to vehicle treatment (Figures4F, 4G, and4J). Treatmentwithbothsmallmoleculesalso resulted ina

small, but statistically significant, decrease inoverall Ki67expression relative toPMAtreatmentalone (�2.2%) (Figures4G, 4H, and4J). Together,

these data demonstrate that inhibition of Rac1-mediated signaling functionally disrupts HBCs following their in vitro activation by PMA.

In vivo HBCs at 24 hpi engage in Rac1-mediated signaling

Given that primary HBCs in vitro subjected to concurrent small molecule-mediated activation and Rac1 inhibition demonstrated diminished

pcJun abundances (Figures 3A and 3D), we interrogated whether in vivo HBCs engage in Rac1-mediated signaling activity. To do so, we uti-

lized tri-genic mice expressing tamoxifen-inducible Cre recombinase driven by the CK5 promoter to simultaneously conditionally knock out

Rac1 (Figures S4 and S5) in an HBC-specific manner and identify HBCs and their progeny via a tdTom reporter (K5CreERT2; Rac1fl/fl;

Rosa26R(tdTomato), hereafter referred to as Rac1 fl/fl). These Rac1 fl/fl mice were compared to Rac1 WT mice in which both Rac1 alleles

areWT but otherwise similarly harborCK5-drivenCre recombinase and the conditional tdTom reporter to identify HBCs and their derivatives.
4 iScience 27, 109600, May 17, 2024



Figure 3. Primary HBCs activated in vitro enhance Rac1-mediated signaling

(A) Representative western blots depicting p63, Rac1, pcJun, total cJun, and GAPDH abundances in cultures of vehicle-treated (PMA-/EHT1864-), activated

(PMA+/EHT1864-), activated and Rac1 inhibited (PMA+/EHT1864-), and Rac1 inhibited (PMA-/EHT1864+) HBCs.

(B–D) Quantification of densitometric measurements for p63 (B), Rac1 (C), and normalized pcJun per normalized total cJun (D) abundances (n = 3 independent

trials), vehicle-treated used as baseline, error bars indicate mean +SEM, one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s multiple comparisons test, *<0.05, **p < 0.01,

***p < 0.001.
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Following MTZ-induced OE injury, HBCs within Rac1 fl/fl OE at 24 hpi did not demonstrate a significant difference in nuclear p63 relative to

their Rac1 WT counterparts (Figures 5A–5C, 5F–5H, and 5K). HBC-specific Rac1 cKO, however, decreased HBC nuclear pcJun by 44.5%

(Figures 5D, 5E, 5I, 5J, and 5L). Taken together, the molecular consequences of in vivo Rac1 perturbation recapitulate those observed

in vitro (Figures 3B and 3D) and demonstrate that Rac1 mediates signaling within in vivo HBCs following OE injury.

Rac1 regulates the neurogenic potential of in vivo HBCs during OE regeneration

As in vivoHBCsutilizeRac1-mediated signalingpathways soonafterHBC-mediatedOEregeneration initiates,weexamined thepotential func-

tional consequences of HBC-specific Rac1 cKO. Although Rac1 has been shown to organize integrin expression,36,37 Itgb1 (Figures S6A–S6M)

and Itgb4 (Figures S6N–S6Z) localization to HBC intracellular domains was not affected within Rac1 fl/fl OE. Due to an inability in our hands to

immunolabel Hopx within OE tissue sections, we were unable to correlate in vivo the dramatic downregulation of Hopx demonstrated by

in vitro HBCs following their concurrent activation and Rac1 inhibition (Figures 4B, 4C, and 4E). However, because Hopx labels HBCs deter-

mined to differentiate,10 we interrogated the longer-term functional impact of Rac1 in vivo by assessing morphologically regenerated OE

at 28 28 dpi in Rac1 WT and Rac1 fl/fl mice. Hopx-expressing HBCs primarily give rise to Sus cells and olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs),10

with the former identifiable by CK8 and interleukin-33 (IL33) located apically within the regenerated tissue10,38 while immature and mature

OSNs are marked by PGP9.5.30,39–42 Following OE injury, HBC differentiation into CK8+/apical IL33+/tdTom+ Sus cells was unaffected (17.1

HBC-derived Sus cells per 100 mmRac1 fl/flOE vs. 18.3HBC-derived Sus cells per 100 mmRac1WTOE) (Figures 6A–6K). Interestingly, however,

HBC-specific Rac1 cKO attenuated HBC differentiation into PGP9.5+/tdTom+ OSNs at 28 dpi by nearly half (14.6 HBC-derived OSNs per

100 mm Rac1 fl/flOE vs. 25.7 HBC-derivedOSNs per 100 mm Rac1WTOE) (Figures 6L–6V). In sum, these data demonstrate that Rac1 positively

regulates the magnitude of HBC-derived neurogenesis during OE regeneration.

DISCUSSION

While it has been known for more than a decade that HBCs can help repair the OE following tissue injury,1 the transcriptional and environ-

mental mechanisms that enable HBC-mediated OE regeneration have only relatively recently been explored.5,6,8,30 However, it still remains

unknown whether HBCs in situ exhibit processes that are spatiotemporally dynamic across subcellular domains soon after tissue injury and, if

so, whether any of these early molecular players facilitates appropriate HBC contribution to OE reconstitution. We show here that HBCs reor-

ganize Rac1 apically following OE injury. Subsequent to identifying this biological phenomenon, we interrogated these OE-resident stem

cells in culture and in vivo. These investigations demonstrated for the first time that Rac1 regulates HBC differentiation potential in vitro

and HBC neurogenesis during in vivo injury-induced OE regeneration.

The need to better understand HBC biology arises from the prevalence of olfactory deficits and their associated morbidities experienced

by the aging population.43,44 OE biopsies from dysosmic patients demonstrate aneuronal regions42,45 that, despite the need for tissue repair,

harbor persistently dormant HBCs.46,47 As such, one strategy to ameliorate olfactory dysfunction and its burdens includes artificially activating

this endogenous HBC population. An alternate approach capitalizes on the ability to harvest, expand, activate,11 and re-introduce HBCs in an

autologousmanner. In either case, themechanisms governingHBCdifferentiation need to be defined for therapeutic efficacy. Presently, inef-

ficient HBC engraftment challenges the feasibility of cultured HBC transplantation,11,12 and this hindrance recapitulates a rodent model of

stem cell infusion into the auditory cochlea.48 Their data in particular highlight the need to understand and regulate the differentiation of

stem cells before transplantation, as evidenced by an inverse relationship between degree of cellular differentiation prior to infusion and

cell survival following transplantation. Similar reasons may explain why HBCs, which upregulate the differentiation marker, Hopx, following

PMA-mediated in vitro activation, exhibit low engraftment efficiency within injured OE. Notably, our in vitro data identify Rac1 as a positive
iScience 27, 109600, May 17, 2024 5



Figure 4. Rac1 potentiates primary HBC differentiation in vitro

(A–D) Representative immunofluorescence images of Hopx expression in cultures of vehicle-treated (A), activated (B), activated and Rac1 inhibited (C), and Rac1

inhibited (D) HBCs.

(E) Quantification of norm. total Hopx fluor. density for conditions represented in (A) (4,927 CK5+ HBCs), (B) (8,065 CK5+ HBCs), (C) (7,235 CK5+ HBCs), and (D)

(5,358 CK5+ HBCs) (n = 4 independent trials), each circle represents an analyzed CK5+ HBC.

(F–I) Representative immunofluorescence images of Ki67 expression in cultures of vehicle-treated (F), activated (G), activated and Rac1 inhibited (H), and Rac1

inhibited (I) HBCs.

(J) Quantification of norm. nuclear Ki67 fluor. density for conditions represented in (F) (4,716 CK5+ HBCs), (G) (7,325 CK5+ HBCs), (H) (7,297 CK5+ HBCs), and (I)

(5,228 CK5+ HBCs) (n = 4 independent trials); each circle represents an analyzed DAPI+ area within a CK5+ HBC. Vehicle (PMA�/EHT1864-) used as baseline; error

bars indicate mean G SEM, Kruskal-Wallis test with post hoc Dunn’s multiple comparisons test, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 (E, J). Scale bar equals 50 mm (A).
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Figure 5. In vivo HBCs at 24 hpi demonstrate diminished Rac1-mediated signaling as a consequence of HBC-specific Rac1 cKO

(A–L) Representative immunofluorescence images from Rac1WT (A–C) and Rac1 fl/fl (F–H) OE demonstrate that HBC expression of nuclear p63 at 24 hpi (within

cyan outlines, C and H) is not significantly affected by HBC-specific Rac1 cKO (quantified in K, each circle denotes a tdTom+Nuclear Obj. as represented in C and

H [n = 3 mice, 132 Rac1 WT HBCs and 124 Rac1 fl/fl HBCs]). Representative immunofluorescence images from Rac1 WT (A, D, E) and Rac1 fl/fl (F, I, J) OE

demonstrate that nuclear pcJun at 24 hpi (within green outlines, E and J) is diminished by HBC-specific Rac1 cKO (quantified in L, each triangle denotes a

tdTom+ Nuclear Obj. as represented in E and J [n = 3 mice, 132 Rac1 WT HBCs and 124 Rac1 fl/fl HBCs]). Rac1 WT used as baseline, error bars indicate

mean G SEM, Mann-Whitney test, ****p < 0.0001 (K, L). Scale bar equals 10 mm (A).
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regulator of HBC differentiation. Furthermore, concomitant PMA treatment with reversible inhibition of Rac1 attenuated Hopx without signif-

icantly affecting the decrease in p63 abundance that indicates HBC activation. Consequently, this present work offers a potential strategy to

simultaneously improve HBC engraftment and maintain stem cell potency. Building from this framework, future investigations utilizing

EHT1864 to optimize engraftment efficiency should remain mindful of the disparity between cellular and molecular processes. Although

NIH 3T3 mouse fibroblasts attenuate lamellipodia formation after treatment with 5 mM EHT1864, BT-474 human breast cancer cells demon-

strate an IC50 of 3.17 mMEHT1864 with respect to proliferation, and SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cells exhibit an IC50 of 5.44 mM in relation

to Ab plaque release, EHT1864 was required at much higher concentrations to inhibit Rac1 activity (50 mM, 50 mM, and >25 mM, respec-

tively).33,49,50 This process-dependent variability is also exemplified by cell death. While significant increases in apoptotic OCI-AML3 human

acutemyeloid leukemia and bladder smoothmuscle cells were observed after treatment with 30 mMand 50 mMEHT1864, respectively,51,52 rat

HBCs in vehicle- and 50 mM EHT1864-treated cultures demonstrated similar morphological appearances (Figures 4A–4D, 4F, and 4I) and

treated mouse platelets retained significant viability up to 200 mM EHT1864.53

The critical nature of reversible Rac1 inhibition for any potential HBC infusion therapy is underscored by HBC-specific Rac1 cKO and its

attenuation of in vivo HBC neurogenesis following OE injury. The consequences of Rac1 cKO in the OE are consistent with Rac1’s role in pro-

moting hippocampal neurogenesis.54–56 Although Rac1 has also been implicated in positively regulating glial differentiation,57 Rac1 cKO did

not perturb HBC differentiation into Sus cells, which serve multiple glial-like functions within the OE such as regulating local metabolism,

phagocytosis, and maintaining ion balance.58–61 Furthermore, Sus cells are thought to specify HBC dormancy via direct cell-cell interactions3

and contribute retinoic acid to the environmental milieu.4 Given that these support cells serve functions critical to tissue homeostasis, it would

beworthwhile to interrogatewhether Rac1within HBCs operates in parallel with other redundant, sufficient-but-not-necessarymechanisms to

ensureHBCdifferentiation into Sus cells. Interestingly, Rac1 localization to Sus cells in addition to HBCs (Figure S5) may further underscore the

former cell type’s importance to overall OE integrity as this GTPase has been shown to promote tight junction formation.62,63 It remains to be

seenwhether Sus cells, which immediately abut the nasal cavity that is in direct contact with the external environment, employ Rac1 as amech-

anism to maintain OE barrier function. From an evolutionary perspective, the need to restore barrier function may explain why Sus cells can

differentiate directly from HBCs without the need for intermediary progenitors,10 which could represent possible failure points. Moreover, in

light of unperturbed Sus cell differentiation following various HBC-specificmanipulations30 (Figures 6A–6K), the question of whether a subset

of HBCs is already determined during OE development to become Sus cells upon their activation deserves examination.

As we demonstrated with Rac1 and HBC neurogenesis, 50 nM PMA can be used to activate HBCs in vitro as a starting point to elucidate

mechanisms that govern HBC fate. In the present case, it is important to highlight that PMA treatment itself can lead to cJun phosphorylation

via activation of protein kinase C,64,65 which thus may explain the still significant but not overly dramatic decrease in pcJun abundance with

concurrent Rac1 inhibition (Figures 3A and 3D). To parse this potential in vitro confounder, HBC-specific Rac1 cKO in vivo demonstrated

that activated HBCs at 24 hpi indeed express attenuated nuclear pcJun (Figures 5E–5J and 5L). This biological recapitulation is unsurprising

as in vitro HBCs treated with 50 nM PMA for 12 h bear a striking transcriptomic resemblance to in vivo HBCs activated by OE injury.12 Firstly,
iScience 27, 109600, May 17, 2024 7



Figure 6. In vivo HBC neurogenesis following OE injury is diminished by HBC-specific Rac1 cKO

(A–J) Representative immunofluorescence images demonstrating that HBC differentiation into CK8+/apical IL33+/tdTom+ Sus cells (magenta in D and I; magenta

outlines in E and J) is not significantly altered at 28 dpi by HBC-specific Rac1 cKO (F–J) relative to Rac1 WT (A–E).

(K) Quantification of HBC-derived Sus cells found in regenerated OE at 28 dpi; each circle denotes an analyzed region as represented in (E) and (J) (n = 12 regions

across 3 mice).

(L–U) Representative immunofluorescence images demonstrating that fewer PGP9.5+/tdTom+ OSNs (magenta in O and T; magenta outlines in P and U) arise

from HBCs at 28 dpi following HBC-specific Rac1 cKO (Q–U) relative to Rac1 WT (L–P).

(V) Quantification of HBC-derived OSNs found in regenerated OE at 28 dpi; each circle denotes an analyzed region as represented in (P) and (U) (n = 15 regions

across 3 mice). Error bars indicate mean G SEM, Mann-Whitney test, *p < 0.05 (K, V). Scale bar equals 10 mm (A, D).
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decomposition of bulk RNA sequencing fromPMA-treated in vitroHBCsdemonstrates that the proportion of in vitroHBCs activated by 50 nM

PMA proceeds in a temporally accurate manner when referenced against single-cell transcriptomes of in vivoHBCs from injuredOE. Further-

more, when benchmarked against single-cell RNA sequencing of activated in vivo HBCs through 24 hpi,10 PMA-treated in vitro HBCs and

their in vivo counterparts share core transcriptional elements as evidenced by significant overlap in the top 100 differentially expressed genes.

These setsnotably includeenhancementofmultiplewound responsegenes, upregulationofHopx, anddownregulationofp63,12 the latter two

of which were again demonstrated (Figures 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, and 4E). In addition to these extensive molecular data, PMA is known to activate
8 iScience 27, 109600, May 17, 2024
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Itgb1-mediated signaling pathways66 that can promote appropriate proliferation ofmammary epithelial stem cells duringmammarymorpho-

genesis.67 This understanding in tandem with the in vivo data presented here following injury demonstrating that HBCs mobilize molecular

machinery integral to Itgb1-mediated signaling suggests that further mechanistic interrogation of these pathways will bear fruit.

PMA treatment of HBCs, however, did not recapitulate the increase in Ki67 seen during in vivoHBC activation.7 Therefore, the decrease in

Ki67 following PMA-induced HBC activation in vitro highlights the influence that in situ environmental cues may have on HBCs following OE

injury. Given that skin wounding can prompt increased fibronectin deposition68 and skeletal muscle damage is followed by changes in laminin

expression,69 the extracellular matrix (ECM) harbors promising candidate cues that are imperfectly recapitulated in the current culturemodel.

Indeed, hematopoietic stem cell proliferation within bone marrow is dependent on interaction with tenascin-C,70 while collagen VI in skeletal

muscle acts as an instructive cue for satellite cells to proliferate.71 In addition to positively regulating proliferation, chondroitin sulfate

proteoglycans specify embryonic neural stem cell differentiation toward neuronal rather than glial fates.72 Moreover, stem cell function

dependent on ECM interactions can bemediated by Itgb1.73,74 Therefore, our demonstration that in vivoHBCs spatiotemporally synchronize

components of a signaling axis known to occur following Itgb1-ECM interactions75,76 furthers the need to inquire about the spatial localization

of and role that ECM proteins may play in regulating HBC biology following OE injury. Indeed, data demonstrating that HBC-specific Rac1

cKO does not affect Itgb1 and Itgb4 expression at 24 hpi, including within the apical domain of HBCs (Figure S6), strengthen the case that

Rac1 transduces signals initiated upstream by Itgb1 and/or Itgb4 interactions with currently unknown ECM components.

Limitations of the study

While the HBC cultures provided useful insights to motivate specific in vivo investigations, it is difficult to draw more definitive conclusions

from these data given the use of small molecules had the relative biological simplicity inherent to in vitro systems. Due to technical limitations

in our hands, we were unable to correlate in vitro Hopx expression to that in vivo before and after Rac1 perturbation. For this reason, we uti-

lized a more indirect reference in vivo, namely HBC neuronal and Sus cell differentiation.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Mouse a-p63 ATCC Clone 4A4

Mouse a-Ezrin Developmental Studies

Hybridoma Bank

CPTC-Ezrin-1

Rabbit a-Laminin Novus Biologicals NB300-144

Goat a-Itgb1 R&D Systems AF2405

Rat a-Itgb4 R&D Systems MAB4054

Chicken a-CK5 BioLegend Clone Poly9059

Rabbit a-Rac1 Proteintech 24072-1-AP

Rabbit a-pFAKY925 Cell Signaling Technology 3284

Rabbit a-pcJun Cell Signaling Technology 3270

Rabbit a-PGP9.5 Proteintech 14730-1-AP

Rabbit a-DNp63 BioLegend 619002

Rabbit a-cJun Cell Signaling Technology 9165

Rabbit a-JNK Cell Signaling Technology 9252

Rabbit a-pJNK Cell Signaling Technology 4668

Mouse a-Rac1 Proteintech 66122-1-Ig

Mouse a-GAPDH Cell Signaling Technology 97166

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Tamoxifen Sigma-Aldrich T5648

Corn oil Spectrum Chemical CO136

4-hydroxytamoxifen Hello Bio HB6040

Sunflower oil Sigma-Aldrich S5007

Castor oil Sigma-Aldrich 259853

Methimazole Sigma-Aldrich M8506

EHT1864 SellekChem S7482

Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate SellekChem S7791

Critical commercial assays

RIPA Lysis and Extraction Buffer Thermo Scientific 89901

Halt Protease and Phosphatase Inhibitor Thermo Scientific 78442

Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit Thermo Scientific 23227

4X Bolt LDS Sample Buffer Invitrogen B0007

10X Bolt Sample Reducing Agent Invitrogen B0009

Bolt 4-12% Bis-Tris Plus Mini Protein Gel Invitrogen NW04120BOX

Broad Range Prestained Protein Marker Proteintech PL00002

20X Bolt MES SDS Running Buffer Invitrogen B0002

PVDF/Filter Paper Sandwich (0.2 mm) Invitrogen LC2002

20X Bolt Transfer Buffer Invitrogen BT00061

SuperSignal West Pico PLUS Chemiluminescent Substrate Thermo Scientific 34577

Experimental models: Cell lines

Rat: primary HBCs Taconic Biosciences SD-M
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: C57BL/6J; 129S1/SvlmJ F2 (wild-type) This paper N/A

Mouse: K5CreERT2 Indra et al., 1999 MGI:2177427

Mouse: Rosa26R(tdTomato) The Jackson Laboratory 007909

Mouse: Rac1tm1Djk/J The Jackson Laboratory 005550

Software and algorithms

ImageJ National Institutes of Health https://imagej.net/ij/index.html

CellProfiler Lamprecht et al., 2007 https://cellprofiler.org/

Affinity Designer Serif Europe Ltd. https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/designer/

GraphPad Prism 10 GraphPad Software https://www.graphpad.com/
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, James E. Schwob

(jim.schwob@tufts.edu).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

� All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.
� This paper does not report original code.
� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Animals

All animals weremaintained on ad libitum chow andwater in a heat and humidity controlled, AALAC-accredited vivarium. All protocols for the

use of vertebrate animal were approved by the Committee for the Humane Use of Animals at Tufts University School of Medicine. In vitro

primary HBCs were harvested from male and female Sprague-Dawley rats (Taconic Biosciences, Cat. SD-M). WT mice were F2 generation

mice from an initial cross of C57BL/6J (Jax Stock #000664) and 129S1/SvlmJ (Jax Stock #002448) mice performed in-house. K5CreERT2

mice, which enable HBC-specific inducible recombination, were generously provided by Dr. Pierre Chambon.77 Rosa26R(tdTomato)

(Jax Stock #007909) mice were obtained from Jackson Labs. Rac1tm1Djk/J (Jax Stock #005550) mice were generously transferred from the Rejji

Kuruvilla Lab, Johns Hopkins University. Bi-genic K5CreERT2; Rosa26R(tdTomato) (KT) mice enabling HBC-specific inducible lineage tracing

were generated in-house. Tri-genic K5CreERT2; Rac1tm1Djk/ tm1Djk /J; Rosa26R(tdTomato) (Rac1 fl/fl) mice enabling HBC-specific inducible

Rac1 KO and lineage tracing were generated in-house. K5CreERT2; Rac1WT/ WT /J; Rosa26R(tdTomato) mice (Rac1 WT) served as controls

for genetic recombination experiments. All in vivo experiments used sex- and age-matched male and female mice that were 8-12 weeks

old when initiated.

METHOD DETAILS

Tamoxifen induction of Cre-mediated recombination

Tamoxifen (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. T5648) was dissolved in corn oil (Spectrum Chemical, Cat. CO136) at a stock concentration of 30 mg/mL. This

tamoxifen stock was used to perform intra-peritoneal (IP) injections of KT mice at 150 mg/kg for two consecutive days prior to subsequent

experimentation. 4-hydroxytamoxifen (Hello Bio, Cat. HB6040) was dissolved in 100% ethanol (Fisher Scientific, Cat. BP2818) at a stock

concentration of 40 mg/mL. Prior to IP injection, this stock was emulsified in a mixture of 4 parts sunflower oil (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. S5007)

and 1 part castor oil (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. 259853). Rac1 WT and Rac1 fl/fl mice each received 2.5mg 4-hydroxytamoxifen per day for five

consecutive days prior to subsequent experimentation.

Methimazole-induced OE injury

Methimazole (MTZ) (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. M8506) was dissolved in 1X PBS (Gibco, Cat. 10010-023) at a stock concentration of 5 mg/mL. WT

mice received an IP injection at 10mL MTZ stock/g mouse. WT mice used for uninjured OE controls received an IP injection at 10 uL 1X
14 iScience 27, 109600, May 17, 2024
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PBS vehicle/g mouse. KT mice received an IP injection at 10uL MTZ stock/g mouse 5 days after the initial tamoxifen injection. Rac1 WT and

Rac1 fl/fl mice received an IP injection at 7.5mL MTZ stock/g mouse 21 days after the last 4-hydroxytamoxifen injection. This reduction in MTZ

concentration was necessary as 10mL MTZ stock/g Rac1 WT or fl/fl mouse resulted in OE over-lesioning as evidenced by the absence of

tdTom+ HBCs at 24 hpi.

Tissue processing

At indicated time points, mice were euthanized with an intra-muscular injection of ketamine (37.5mg/kg), xylazine (7.5mg/kg), and acepro-

mazine (1.25mg/kg) triple cocktail. Following trans-cardial perfusion with 20mL PBS (Gibco Cat. 10010-023), mice were trans-cardially fixed

with 40mL 1% PLP (1% paraformaldehyde, 0.1M monobasic and dibasic phosphates, 90mM lysine, and 0.1M meta-sodium periodate). After

dissecting away the surrounding cranial structures, the isolatedOE was post-fixed in 1% PLP under vacuum for 1.5hrs. Following post-fixation,

the OE was briefly rinsed three times in 1X PBS to wash away residual fixative and then incubated in decalcification buffer (0.35M EDTA

[Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. ED2SS] and 0.35M NaOH) overnight at 4�C. To cryopreserve the tissue, OE was equilibrated overnight in 30% sucrose

(w/v in 1X PBS) at 4�C, embedded and frozen in OCT (Sakura, Cat. 4583), and then stored at�80�C until cryosectioning. A Leica cryostat was

used to collect 10 mm coronal sections on positively-charged glass slides.

Immunofluorescent labeling

Specific antibodies and conditions to detect the various antigens can be found in Table S1. Of note, the Rac1 antibody utilized has been vali-

dated by knockdown experiments.78,79 All primary antibodies were diluted in Normal Donkey Block (NDB) (10% normal donkey serum v/v, 5%

non-fat powdered milk w/v, 4% bovine serum albumin [BSA] w/v, and 0.1% Triton X-100 v/v in 1X PBS). Species-specific fluorophore- and

biotin-conjugated donkey secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) were diluted in NDB at 1:150 and 1:100, respectively. Streptavi-

din-conjugated horseradish peroxidase (SA-HRP) was diluted in TNB (0.5% blocking reagent w/v [Akoya Biosciences, Cat. FP1020], 0.15M

NaCl, and 0.1M Tris-HCl pH 7.5) at 1:400. All washes performed on day 1 and day 2 were in 1X PBS and 3X PBS, respectively, with those

following antibody incubation performed 3x5min. Slides were dried on a slide warmer at �37�C for 45-60min. after application of rubber

cement (Elmer’s) to isolate each section. Following a 10-15min. wash to remove OCT, sections used to detect antigens requiring antigen

retrieval were incubated in antigen retrieval buffer (0.1M sodium citrate, pH 6) and placed in a pre-heated commercial steamer for 10min.

After slides were washed for 10min., sections were permeabilized with 90%MeOH for 5min. Sections designated to detect antigens requiring

tyramide signal amplication (TSA) were incubated for 5min. in 3% H2O2 diluted in MeOH in lieu of 90% MeOH. Slides were then washed

3x5min., and blocked for 1 hr. at room temperature with NDB. Following overnight primary antibody incubation at 4�C, sections were incu-

bated in secondary antibodies for 1 hr. at room temperature in the dark. If antigen detection required TSA, appropriate sections were blocked

for 30min. in TNB prior to incubation in SA-HRP for 1 hr. at room temperature in the dark. TSA was achieved by incubating appropriate

sections for 15min. in a solution consisting of 98% TSA Buffer (0.1M boric acid pH 8.5, 0.003% H2O2), 1% of 10% BSA w/v in 1X PBS, and

1% FITC-tyramide. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI. Sections were coverslipped in NPG (0.5% N-propyl gallate in 90% glycerol)

mounting media, sealed with nail polish, and slides were stored at 4�C in the dark until imaging.

Primary HBC culture

Isolation, maintenance, and passaging of primary HBCs have been previously described in detail.11 PMA (Sellekchem, Cat. S7791) and

EHT1864 (SellekChem, Cat. S7482) were dissolved in DMSO. For all experiments, HBCs were treated with 50 nM PMA and 50 mM

EHT1864. DMSO concentration for all conditions was identical at all times. EHT1864 attenuates Rac1 activation in a dose-dependent manner

and it was used at 50 mMas this concentration maximally inhibits Rac1.33 Passage 10 HBCs were used for all experiments and treated with the

appropriate compounds for 12 hrs. prior to immediate lysis for western blot or fixation for immunocytochemistry. If determined to undergo

Rac1 inhibition, HBCs were pre-incubated in 50 mM EHT1864 for 1 hr. HBCs cultured for western blot analyses were grown on 6-well plates

coatedwith poly-D-lysine/laminin (Corning, Cat. 354595). HBCs cultured for immunocytochemistry were grown on 8-well culture slides coated

with poly-D-lysine/laminin (Corning, Cat. 354688).

Western blot of primary HBCs

Primary HBCs were lysed by applying 200mL Lysis Buffer (RIPA buffer [Thermo Scientific, Cat. 89901] supplemented with a protease and phos-

phatase inhibitor cocktail [Thermo Scientific, Cat. 78442]) per well and freezing the 6-well plate at -80�C overnight. All subsequent steps were

performed on ice. Immediately after thawing, an additional 100mL Lysis Buffer was applied to each well and mechanical cell lysis was per-

formed with a cell scraper. The entire volume of lysate from each well was transferred to a pre-chilled 2mL microcentrifuge tube, and debris

pelleted via centrifugation at maximum rpm for 10min. at 4�C. Supernatant from each experimental condition was transferred to a new pre-

chilled 2mL microcentrifuge tube and total protein abundance was determined by BCA protein assay per manufacturer’s protocol (Thermo

Scientific, Cat. 23227). Working protein stocks were prepared by diluting supernatant with 4X LDS Sample Buffer (Invitrogen, Cat. B0007), 10X

Sample Reducing Agent (Invitrogen, Cat. B0009), and Lysis Buffer. These stocks were placed in a heating block set at 70�C for 10min and then

stored at -80�C.
Protein fromworking stocks were loaded at�5mg in 4-12%Bis-Tris gels (Invitrogen, Cat. NW04120BOX) and bracketed by a protein ladder

standard (Proteintech, Cat. PL00002). Gels were run per manufacturer’s protocol (Invitrogen, Cat. A25977) in MES SDS running buffer
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(Invitrogen, Cat. B0002). Protein was transferred to a 0.2 mm PVDF membrane (Invitrogen, Cat. LC2002) at 20V per manufacturer’s protocol

(Invitrogen, Cat. BT00061).

Following protein transfer, membranes were rinsed in 1X TBST (Tris-buffered saline with 1% Tween 20) and blocked for 1 hr. at room tem-

perature in Blocking Buffer (5% BSA w/v in 1X TBST). Primary antibodies against DNp63 (BioLegend, Cat. 619002; 1:500), cJun (Cell Signaling

Technology, Cat. 9165; 1:1000), pcJun (Cell Signaling Technology, Cat. 3270; 1:1000), JNK (Cell Signaling Technology, Cat. 9252; 1:1000),

pJNK (Cell Signaling Technology, Cat. 4668; 1:1000), Rac1 (Proteintech, Cat. 66122-1-Ig; 1:2000), and GAPDH (Cell Signaling Technology,

Cat. 97166; 1:1000) were diluted in Blocking Buffer and incubated with membranes overnight at 4�C. The following day, membranes were

washed 6x7min. in 1X TBST, incubated in the appropriate HRP-conjugated donkey secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) diluted

1:5000 in Blocking Buffer, andwashed 6x5min in 1X TBST. Proteins were visualized in a gel dock system (Bio-Rad, Universal Hood II) aftermem-

branes were incubated in SuperSignal West Pico Plus Chemiluminescent substrate (Thermo Scientific, Cat. 34577). Bio-Rad Image Lab soft-

ware was used to export TIFF files that were subsequently imported into ImageJ to perform densitometric analyses. Protein abundance was

calculated by normalizing the densitometric value of the protein band to that of its paired GAPDH band. Given similar molecular weights

between cJun, pcJun, JNK, pJNK, and GAPDH, membranes used to first detect either cJun, pcJun, JNK, or pJNK were dried overnight to

deactivate HRP conjugated to donkey anti-rabbit antibodies. Following their reactivation in 100% methanol, membranes were then washed

in 1X TBST and processed as described above following overnight primary antibody incubation to visualize GAPDH via HRP conjugated to

donkey anti-mouse antibodies.

Immunocytochemistry

Primary HBCs were fixed with 10% buffered formalin (Fisher, Cat. SF100) for 15min. at room temperature, washed 3x5min in 1X PBS, then

stored at 4�C in fresh 1X PBS until further processing. To note, all washes prior to primary antibody incubation and during day 2 were in

1X PBS and 3X PBS, respectively, with those following antibody incubation performed 3x5min. HBCs were subsequently permeabilized on

ice with ice-cold 100%MeOH for 10min. and washed 3x5min. After 1 hr. of blocking in NDB at room temperature, HBCs were incubated over-

night at 4�C in antibodies against Hopx (1:150; Proteintech, Cat. 11419-1-AP), Ki67 (1:75; BD Biosciences, Cat. 556003), and CK5 (1:400;

BioLegend, Clone Poly9059) in NDB diluent. The next day, HBCs were incubated in the dark with species-specific fluorophore-conjugated

donkey secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) at 1:250 in NDB diluent. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI. Chamber walls

of culture slides were removed per manufacturer’s protocol. Slides were coverslipped with NPG mounting media, sealed with nail polish,

and stored at 4�C in the dark until imaging.

Imaging

All sections and cells were imaged on a Zeiss LSM800 confocal microscope. Zeiss Zen 2.6 software was used to set imaging parameters

to eliminate spectral overlap between channels, which included capturing fluorescence in multi-track mode, adjusting the variable sec-

ondary dichroics, and enabling appropriate emission filters. For proteins quantified by relative fluorescence intensity, all excitation and

emission capture settings were identical between control and experimental conditions. Imaging OE included capturing multiple z-planes

stepped at 2 mm intervals to sample from a minimum of �5 cellular cross-sections. First and last z-planes were established when the

maximum fluorescence intensity of the channel to be quantified fell within lowest quartile of a 16bit display range. Because primary

HBCs can pile on top of each another in culture, imaging HBC islands in vitro involved capturing the z-plane in which CK5+ HBCs ap-

peared most confluent.

Image analyses

ImageJ was used to process all uncompressed, 16bit tiff files obtained from confocal imaging. Z-planes were sum projected to maximize bit

depth of captured fluorescence. The ImageJ Rolling ball background subtraction function was applied to every channel. CellProfiler image

analysis software80 was used to quantify total fluorescence intensity. Images of channels in which captured fluorescence was intended to facil-

itate cellular domain demarcation rather than for intensity quantification (namely Laminin, Ezrin, and CK5) were converted to 16bit so that

CellProfiler could process those images, identify relevant cellular landmarks, and quantify the area that those landmarks occupied if appli-

cable. The basal domain of HBCs was determined within CellProfiler and defined as Laminin+ objects that overlapped with CK5+ objects.

The apical domain of HBCs was similarly determined within CellProfiler and defined as Ezrin+ objects that overlapped with CK5+ objects

without encroaching on areas occupied by Laminin+ objects. The differing appearance of CK5+/ Ezrin+ objects between Figures 1 and 2

are a result of mutually exclusive tissue processing requirements of Itgb1, Itgb4, Rac1, pFAKY925, and pcJun prior to primary antibody incu-

bation. Specifically, antigen retrieval was necessary to immunolabel Rac1, pFAKY925, and pcJun, and enabled Ezrin detection via donkey anti-

mouse IgG conjugated fluorophores. However, antigen retrieval had to be avoided in order to retain Itgb1 and Itgb4 antigenicity, which also

then necessitated Ezrin detection via streptavidin-conjugated fluorophores. Moreover, antigen retrieval significantly compromised Laminin

antigenicity, and as such, limited the ability to objectively demarcate HBC basal domains. Consequently, some CK5+/ Ezrin+ objects in Fig-

ure 2 appear sub-apical as images were sum projected for reasons stated above. For experiments quantifying relative fluorescence, the

average fluorescence density of the control condition was used as the denominator to calculate normalized fluorescence densities. For an-

alyses at 28 dpi, images acquired from the tdTom channel were used to morphologically identify and measure the length of the basal lamina

using the freehand tool within ImageJ. To negate the potential bias associated with manual counting, CellProfiler was utilized to identify in-

dividual OSN objects via segmentation by Otsu thresholding of PGP9.5 fluorescence that co-localized with DAPI+ nuclei (channel not shown
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for illustrative clarity). These PGP9.5+ objects were counted as tdTom+ if at least 25%of their area co-localizedwith tdTom+/CK8- fluorescence

as determined by CellProfiler.
Data presentation

Only brightness and contrast were adjusted for each representative image within ImageJ or Affinity Designer, and these parameters were

applied globally to the image. Graphs were generated using GraphPad Prism Version 10. All figures were constructed in Affinity Designer.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism Version 10. For single mean comparisons, data sets demonstrating normal and

non-normal distributions were comparedwith unpaired t-test andMann-Whitney test, respectively. Formultiplemean comparisons, data sets

demonstrating normal and non-normal distributions were compared with one-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparisons test

and Kruskal-Wallis test with post-hoc Dunn’s multiple comparisons test, respectively. A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant

(*<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001). Error bars indicate mean G SEM.
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